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the flame

“
”
People are like stained - glass
windows. They sparkle and shine
when the sun is out, but when
the darkness sets in, their true
beauty is revealed only if there is
a light from within.
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross
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Simon's opening words
Sometimes I'm a little envious of the congregation as when I am leading
worship, I, more often than not, have my back turned to our fantastic Edward
Burne-Jones windows in the Apse. There are many times that I have sat in
the church with the sun refracted through the five luminously coloured stained
glass windows and silently wished to be able to see during services. At
present, however, I'm sitting in the study at the manse with the curtains
drawn in an attempt to stop the sun cooking me as I work. At the time of
writing this we are entering into a time of drought across the UK. I usually
long for the sun, especially after our cold, grey dull winters.....but I guess too
much of anything has a price!

' The outer sun cannot dispel inner darkness'
There is a saying in India which states ' The outer sun cannot dispel inner
darkness' which I see aligned in essence with the quote from Elisabeth Kubler
Ross. In her groundbreaking work 'on death and dying' she looks at the grief
process present when we lose someone. In midst of one of the darkest and
taboo subjects in a human life she provided a way of coping by positing her
five stages of grief of denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.
In my work with people that have lost a loved one it never ceases to amaze
me, despite the life changing situation, how bright the light within people
shines. The above process can also be seen in the little griefs that we go
through in letting go of old attitudes as we grow ever deeper into being.
Together as a liberal religious community we learn about our world and
ourselves as we support each other on the way and during the course of this
journey some of the moments we have together will be sublime, like light
through the stained glass others rather like the sun burning me as I write.
As we engage in manifesting an authentic spirituality, irrespective of our joy or
discomfort, our time together allows us to develop that 'light within'. A light
that will guide us on our way and provide a beacon for the world weary
traveller.
Many of us will be away on holiday over the next couple of months and I hope
for us all that both the inner and outer light remain constant but comfortable.
Peace and blessings, Simon.

Simon Ramsay
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A Word from the Chair
This will be the last edition of the
Flame in its present format. From
October it will revert to being a
monthly newsletter, but will be
scaled down, at least for the time
being, to become a four-page
information sheet containing all the
essential information about Sunday
services and other events going on
in church. It will be edited by Louisa
Watson.
For other news and
announcements that don’t fit into
this format we will increasingly use
email bulletins, so as long as you
are on our Flame mailing list you
will continue to be in the loop. As
for the longer articles which have
been a feature of the Flame in the
past we will look at ways of using
our website and other online
resources to continue to provide an
outlet for the journalistic creativity
within our community!

I’d like to thank Clare Taylor for her
stewardship of the Flame over the
last eighteen months, and
especially the wonderful designer’s
eye she brought to bear on it.
In other news, the church (though
not the hall) will be closed during
the week beginning 24th
September, while we get our new
central heating installed. This
should not have any impact on
Sunday services and the preceding
and following weekends. We are
sure that you will find the new
radiators not only will increase our
comfort in church through the cold
winter months (hard to imagine as I
type this in 30 degree heat!), but
will also be aesthetically more
pleasing, with gunmetal-grey
‘vintage-style’ radiators in place of
our current clunky white
equivalents.

David Watson
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Services are on Sundays at 11am >
Led by Rev. S Ramsay, unless otherwise stated .

AUG

Organ rota >

services

5, 12, 19 Margaret Lord .
26 Christopher Johnson .

Coffee >
Will be a joint effort .

Visiting preacher - Carol Chambers

5

What we don't know is more important
than what we know

12

A community such ours values 'the open heart and mind'. Life is
never static so it makes sense that a persons beliefs and
understanding will remain the same. Even though our
understanding of ourselves and our world may have been hard won
do we ever really stop learning?

The life and teachings of Alan Watts

19

For me Alan Watts was an awe inspiring spiritual teacher that was
ahead of his time. In this service I will look at his life, his thoughts
and what he has to teach us.

Skillful communication in a world seemingly full
of confrontation
Many of us at points in our life lack the skills to communicate
effectively and this an have some unwanted consequences for us.
In this service we will look at what religious wisdom and
contemporary understanding has to say on the matter.

4
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Wednesday 1 | 1-3 pm
Stitches and Stories (Holland Room)
Our craft and storytelling group meets to knit, crochet or sew items to
be donated to charity. Good company and good causes make for a
lovely afternoon.
Contact : Margaret Lord
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Wednesday 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 | 2-3 pm
Coffee with the minister
Simon will be available at Tide Tables near Richmond Bridge if you
wish to drop by for a chat. This is an open social gathering, but one-toone pastoral sessions are also bookable later in the afternoon or at any
other time needed.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay

Thursday 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 | 7-8pm
Meditation
There is no need to be a zen master for this practice and practical
guidance will be given to help you improve your meditation practice.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay

Usual frequency of groups each month (high to low) :
EVERY WEEK
Pastoral drop-in (Weds) & Meditation (Thurs)

TWICE MONTH
Development group (every 1st and 3rd Tuesday)

ONCE MONTH
Stitches & Stories (every 1st Weds)
Journalling (every 1st Fri)
Management committee (every 2nd Sunday)
Choir (every 3rd Sunday)
Book club
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Friday 3 | 7-8 pm
Creative Journaling

AUG
calendar

The journalling group, all warmly welcomed, shares silence, a
check-in, takes time for writing or reflection, some time for sharing
as wished. Sometimes we work with a theme, sometimes the theme
emerges out of our check-in.
Contact: Kitty Lloyd Lawrence, Naomi Sophia Rae

Tuesday 7 | 7-8.30 pm
Development Group
An open working group looking for ways to grow and enhance our
church community and explore options for its sustainable future.
Bring your energy and ideas.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Sunday 12 | 12.30 pm-2 pm
Management Committee
As is our tradition, these are open to all to attend, unless a sensitive
agenda item is tabled.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Sunday 19 | 12.30 pm
Choir
Come and sing! Open to all.
Contact : Margaret Lord
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Tuesday 7 | 7-8.30 pm
Development Group
An open working group looking for ways to grow and enhance our
church community and explore options for its sustainable future.
Bring your energy and ideas.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson
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> Services are on Sundays at 11am
. Led by Rev. S Ramsay, unless otherwise stated

SEP

> Organ rota
. 2, 9, 16 Margaret Lord
. 23 Christopher Johnson
. 30 Marilene Berryman

services

> Coffee
. Will be a joint effort

2

Why do good things happen to bad people?
In this service we will look at the popular conception and Psalmist
wisdom that paints bad people as more prosperous than those that
exhibit morality. Is this actually true or an urban myth?

9

Talk doesn't cook rice!
The traditional Chinese saying above hints at a tendency in the
Unitarian movement to talk about and debate upon religious and
spiritual matters. There is a another traditional saying from
Northern India which states ' an ounce of practice is worth a ton of
theory'. As Unitarians what is our spiritual practice.......what are we
doing to cook the rice!

16

Harvest Festival
Let's celebrate the abundance of our world and those that work the
land in our harvest festival service. Please bring dried goods to
donate to the local food bank. We are also following the service with
a Harvest festival bring and share lunch.

23

The highest wisdom is kindness
Throughout the course of my life I have been supported many times
by the kindness of friends and in turn I have tried to be a friend to
others. There have also been times when I have been let down by
friends. What does it mean to be a good friend? How far must we
extend kindness in friendship to others......Is the highest wisdom
kindness. Bring stories of friends to share with others.

30

Congregational service: Joys and concerns
Please contact me if you can help to organise the readers for this
service.
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Tuesday 4 | 7-8.30 pm
Development Group

SEP
calendar

An open working group looking for ways to grow and enhance our
church community and explore options for its sustainable future.
Bring your energy and ideas.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Wednesday 5 | 1-3 pm
Stitches and Stories (Holland Room)
Our craft and storytelling group meets to knit, crochet or sew items
to be donated to charity. Good company and good causes make
for a lovely afternoon.
Contact : Margaret Lord

Wednesday 5, 12, 19, 26 | 2-3 pm
Coffee with the minister
Simon will be available at Tide Tables near Richmond Bridge if you
wish to drop by for a chat. This is an open social gathering, but oneto-one pastoral sessions are also bookable later in the afternoon or
at any other time needed.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay

Thursday 6, 13, 20, 27 | 7-8pm
Meditation
There is no need to be a zen master for this practice and practical
guidance will be given to help you improve your meditation practice.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay
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Friday 7 | 7-8 pm
Creative Journaling
The journalling group, all warmly welcomed, shares silence, a check-in, takes
time for writing or reflection, some time for sharing as wished. Sometimes we
work with a theme, sometimes the theme emerges out of our check-in.
Contact : Kitty Lloyd Lawrence, Naomi Sophia Rae

Sunday 9 | 12.30 pm-2 pm
Management Committee
As is our tradition, these are open to all to attend, unless a sensitive agenda
item is tabled.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson

Sunday 16 | 12.30 pm
Choir
Come and sing! Open to all.
Contact : Margaret Lord

Tuesday 18 | 7-8.30 pm
Development Group
An open working group looking for ways to grow and enhance our church
community and explore options for its sustainable future. Bring your energy
and ideas.
Contact : Rev. Simon Ramsay, David Watson
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We are a radically inclusive community of open hearts
and open minds, where individuals are free to trust
their conscience in matters of spiritual inquiry, and the
inherent worth and dignity of all humankind is
celebrated, irrespective of race, social status, gender or
sexual orientation.

Minister | Rev. Simon Ramsay
07915 618549 |
minister@rpuc.org.uk

Newsletter editor I Clare Taylor
newsletter@rpuc.org.uk

General inquiries
info@rpuc.org.uk | 020 8332 9675
(answering machine)

Lettings inquiries
lettings@rpuc.org.uk
Postal correspondence to the
church address in the first instance

Find us
We are ten minutes’ walk
from Richmond Station
(Southwest Trains,
London Overground and
District Line) and two
minutes’ walk from the
bus station. Cars can
enter Ormond Road one
way only (from the
Richmond Bridge end)
https://goo.gl/maps/
cTtbX8acyY12

RPUnitarian
@rpunitarian
richmondandputneyunitarianchurch
www.rpuc.org.uk

RPUC, Ormond Road, Richmond, Surrey, TW10 6TH

